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1 Introduction

The vacuum oscillation of neutral K mesons is well investigated at the
present time [1]. This oscillation is the result of d, s quark mixings and
is described by Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices [2], The angle
mixing 8 of neutral K mesons is 8 = 45° since K°,K° masses are
equal (see CPT theorem). Besides, since their masses are equal, these
oscillations are real, i.e. their transitions to each other go without sup-
pression. Oscillations of two particles having the masses overlapping
their widths were discussed in works [3]. Then we calculated probabil-
ities of n <-> K oscillations in an approach where the phase volume of
particles at these transitions is taken into account [4,5].

• This work is devoted to the development of the model of dynam-
ical analogy of Cabibbo-Kobayashi- Maskawa matrices [6] and to the
calculation of probabilities of 7r <-> K oscillations in framework of this
model in the diagram approach [7] which was used while calculation of
K° <-» K° oscillations.

At first, we will consider the general elements of the theory of os-
cillations, elements of the model of dynamical analogy of Cabibbo-
Kobayashi- Maskawa matrices and its further development, then come
to the calculation of probabilities of ?r +-> K transitions.

As it is stressed in previous works [4,5] these transitions are vir-
tual since masses of n and K mesons differ considerably. And we can
make these virtual transitions real through their strong interactions,
i.e. bring them up on the own mass shell through strong interactions
after the weak interaction transforming ir mesons in virtual K mesons.

Let us to consider the general elements of the theory of oscillations.

2 Probabilities of Real and Virtual Vacuum IT <-» K
Oscillations (Transitions)

The mass matrix of 7r and K mesons has the form

m* 0
0 m^
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Due to the presence of strangeness violation in the weak interac-
tions, a nondiagonal term appears in this matrix and then this mass
matrix is transformed in the following nondiagonal matrix:

mK

which is diagonalized by turning through the angle (3 and then

i 0
(3)rnK J \ 0 m2 J *

where
*02/3 =

- m K

l / (m, - mK)2 •

1,,

It is interesting to remark that expression (4) can be obtained from
the Breit-Wigner distribution [8]

P ^-y-^ 2 (5)

by using the following substitutions:

E = mK, E0 = mn, r /2 = 2mrK, (6)

where T = W(...).
If the mass matrix contains masses in a squared form, then oscil-

lations (or mixings) will be described by the expressions (3)-(6) with
the following substitutions:

__y 2 2 2

Here two cases of 7r, if oscillations [4] take place: real and virtual
oscillations.



1. If we consider the real transition of ix into K mesons, then

sin22/3 £ . 4m*K ,„ = 0, (7)
(mT - mK)2

i.e. the probability of the real transition of TT mesons into K mesons
through weak interactions is very small since m,/{ is very small.

How can we understand this real n —> K transition?

If 2m,;{ = | is not zero, then it means that the mean mass of n
meson is mv and this mass is distributed by siri22j3 (or by the Breit-
Wigner formula) and the probability of the TC —> K transition differs
from zero. So, this is a solution of the problem of origin of mixing angle
in the theory of vacuum oscillation.

In this case the probability of TT —» K transition (oscillation) is
described by the following expression:

where

2.
since

i.e. (3

P(TT -> /<", i) = sin22(3sin2

p is momentum of ir meson.

If we consider
mv = rriK,

= 7r/4, then

the virtual transition

tg2/3 = cx>,

m

of 7T

9

into JiT meson,

(8)

then,

(9)

In this case the probability of 7r —> K transition (oscillation) is
described by the following expression:

P(n -+ K, t) = sin2 [TT-^-] , (10)

where L = vt, v- is a velocity of TT meson, at v = c L = ct,

Let us consider elements of the model of dynamical analogy of
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices and its development.



3 Elements of the Model of Dynamical Analogy of
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskaw^ Matrices and
Its Development .; ,̂v\--.,.,.• M

In the case of three families of quarks, .the current J^ has the following
form:

(11)

V f=

where V is Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix [2].
Mixings of the d, s, b quarks are not connected with the weak in-

teraction (i.e., with W±,Z° bosons exchanges). Prom equation (1) it
is well seen that mixings of the,d^s,b quarks and exchange of W±, Z°
bosons take place in an independent manner (i.e., if matrix V were
diagonal, mixings of the d, s,,b. quarks would not have taken place).

If the mechanism of this-mixings is realized independently of the
weak interaction (W^-^Z0 boson, exchange) with a probability deter-
mined by the mixing angles O.r0,y,6 (see below), then this violation
could be found in the strong and electromagnetic interactions of the
quarks as a clear violations of isbspin, strangeness and beaiity. But,
the available experimental results have shown, that there is no clear
violations of the number conservations in strong and electromagnetic
interactions of the quarks. Then we must connect the non-conservation
of isospins, strangeness and beauty (or mixings of the d, s,b quarks)
with some type of interaction mixings of the quarks. We can do it in-
troducing (together with the Wj1, Z° bosons) the heavier vector bosons
S ± , C*, D*, E± which interact with the d, s, b quarks with violation of
isospin, strangeness and beauty..

We shall choose parametrization of matrix V in the form offered by
Maiani [9] .



1 0 0 W c/} 0 spexp(-i6)
0 c7 s7 0 1
0 — s7 c7 j y — sp exp(i6) 0

V = I 0 c7 sy M 0 1 0

ce = cos 0, s$ = sin 9, exp(i6) — cos 6 + i sin 8. (12)

To the nondiagonal terms in (12), which are responsible for mixing
of the d,s,b- quarks and CP-violation in the three matrices, we shall
make correspond four doublets of vector bosons B±, C*, D±, E± whose
contributions are parametrized by four angles 6,0,7,6 . It is supposed
that the real part of Re(spexp(i8)) = spcos8 corresponds to the vec-
tor boson C* , and the imaginary part of Im(spexp(i6)) = s@sm8
corresponds to the vector boson E± (the couple constant of E is an
imaginary value !). Then, when q2 « m^ , we get:

44,
mBgw

(13)

— 9c± — 9D± = 9E± — 9w± 5 then

m

m

(14)



Concerning the neutral vector bosons B°,C0,D°,E0, the neutral
scalar bosons B'°, C'°;D'°, E'° and the GIM mechanisin [10] can repeat
the same arguments given in the previous work [6].

The proposed Lagrangian for expansion of the weak interaction
theory (without GP-viblation) has the following form: •

Ai+c.c.), . - . . (15)
i

where J ! > = j / v ,7 a

. . . i .= l i = 2 i =

i = \ i = 2 i = 3

5

The weak interaction carriers 'Al
Q, which are responsible for the

weak transitions between different quark families are connected with
the B, C, D bosons in the following manner:

: ... Al->Bt,Al->C%,Al-+D$. .' (16)

Using the data from [1] and equation (14) we have obtained the
following masses for. B^, C*, JD

±, E± bosons:
mB± £* 169.5 + 171.8 GeV ,

mc± 2* 345.2 -^ 448.4.GeV , (17)

mD± ^ 9 5 8 . 8 - 1794 GeV,

mE± ^ 4170 -r 4230 GeV.
Now consider some development of our model.



a. It is clear that the masses of quarks and B, C, D, E bosons can be
introduced using the Higgs's mechanism. Here arises a question about
correspondence of the physical picture given by Higgs's mechanism to
the real physical picture of quarks and vector bosons. In the Higgs's
mechanism the quarks and vector bosons get their masses through their
interactions with Higgs's bosons [11] (in an analogy with the mechanism
of superconductivity), i.e. in the presence of Higgs's fields the quarks
and vector bosons are massive. It is clear that free quarks and vector
bosons (in reality, we have free quarks and vector bosons) must be
massless. Then we see that Higgs's mechanism is for introducing masses
in the theory without singularity (i.e. without straight violation gauge
invariance), but not a mechanism of masses generation.

On the other side, the standard weak interaction cannot generate
masses for its 75 invariance.

Then the following question arises: how are masses of these particles
generated?

It is obvious that these quarks and bosons must have a structure,i.e.,
they consist of subparticles which take part in some interactions which
generate masses. So, we see that it goes in an analogy with the strong
interactions, where the fundamental interaction is the chromodynamics
and the hadrons consist of the quarks. It is clear that if the quarks and
massive bosons consist of subparticles, then in our approach (the Model
of Dynamical Analogy of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices)
the problem of singularity does not appear since at small distances
interact subparticles but not quarks and massive bosons. And then
the problem of singularity must be solved in the theory of subparticle
interactions in full analogy with the strong interactions theory. It is
obvious that in the framework of our model it is not needed to use GIM
mechanism [10] to cancel the singularity.

b. Let us have K± which is produced in strong interactions and we
want to consider its decay. Since K meson includes s quark, then when
we take into account the weak interaction, we must use the Cabibbo



matrix [2] mixing s, d quarks:

d! = dcosO + ssinO, , .
s' = —dsinO + scosO,

i .e. , s q u a r k t r a n s f o r m s in s u p e r p o s i t i o n s of s,d q u a r k s

s —* —dsinO + scos0. (19)

The matrix element of K meson decay [7] is proportional to sinO,
i.e., we take into account only the sinO part from expression (19) and
then the term proportional to cosO is remained. It means that only
the part proportional to sinO decays. However, from the current ex-
periments we know that K mesons decay fully. It can happen only if
K mesons decay through massive bosons B but not W boson and the
sinO term of Cabibbo matrix. Then the mass of this massive boson B
must be determined through the following expression:

m W

We see that this massive boson is like B boson which appears in the
above considered model of dynamical analogy of Kabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrices [6].

Let us pass to a more detailed consideration of the virtual oscillation
case since it is of a real interest (i.e. we compute nondiagonal term of
the mass matrix).

4 The TV <r-> K Meson Transitions in Diagram Ap-
proach in the Model of Dynamical Analogy of
Kabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa Matrices

When one takes into account d, s quark mixings and B exchange, the
diagram for ir —• K transitions has the form



It is clear that at d, s mixings the' transition of ir meson mass shell
does not take place, i.e. K meson produced from TT meson remains on
the mass shell of 7r meson. - • • • • • - • . . . .. ; -.

The amplitude of this process has the following form (we use Feyn-
man rules):

o r • • • • . .

M(v->K) = GB[dQpu][sQlxu], (21)

where GB is Fermi of B boson constant which is connected with Fermi
constant Gw of W by the following relation .

and QM = 7M(1 - 75) •
The mass Lagrangian L for this diagram in the framework of stan-

dard approach is [7]
L = M(TC -> K). (22)

Then the mass differences in squared form which response for % —> K
and K —> K transitions is

ml-ml=<n\L\K>+ <K\L\TT> (23)

(we suppose that K meson is on the mass shell of n meson). Therefore

j l (24)
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1
Am12 **-—[< 7T | L | A' > + < A" | L \ n > ] . (25)

Now we compute mass difference. For this goal we use the following
expressions:

< 0 | dQftu | 7T > fivUpn, .
< 0 | sQ»u | 7v > = <fo-/A-p", ( '

where (J>*,<PK > f^-,fi<-, correspondingly, are the wave functions and the
constant decays of n and A" mesons, ptl is momentum of -K meson.

It is necessary to remark that the following relation for constant
decays on mass shells will be:

Mm,) = him,). (27)

Then from equation (23) using equations (26), (27) we obtain the fol-
lowing expression:

Am2 = m\ - ml = flm\GB, (28)

or (see Eq. (4))
m^K = Ami2 = flmxGB. (29)

5 Probability of TT <—> K Virtual Oscillations with
Account of -K Decays

If at t = 0 we have the flow JV(7r,O) of TT mesons, then at t ^ 0 this
flow will decrease since TT mesons decay and then we have the following
flow N(ir,t) of 7r mesons:

iV(7r,*) = ex-p(--)iV(Tr,0), (30)
TO

where TO = T^.

The expression for the flow N{TT —> A", t), i.e. probability of n to A"
meson transitions at time /, has the following form:

-*K,L) (31)
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where
P(lV

•Lose

2.48p,(MeV)-.

and

The expression for probability of TT —> A' oscillations P(7r —> A','f).
in the approach where the phase volume is taken into account, has the
following form [4,5]: • •

Ttt

r(7r -^ K)

= N(ir,O)exp( )sin2
• • ' • • ( 3 2 )

Probability of 7r —> A' real oscillations P(7T -* A", i) in the case of
real oscillations is described by the following expression (see Eq. (8))
[4-5]:

P(TT ,t) = sinz2(isinz | 7 r ^ ,m

where

sin22(3 * = 0.

The kinematics of K meson production processes, in quasielastic
processes is given in work [4]. -.. .:••.

6 Conclusion

The elements of the theory of vacuum oscillations and the model of
dynamical expansion of the theory of weak interactions works • a't the
tree level, i.e. the model of dynamical analogy of Cabibbb-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrices and its further development, were given. It was
shown that the quarks and massive vector bosons must be structural
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and these structural particles (subparticles) must interact to generate
quark and vector boson masses. In this case the problem of singularity
cancellations does not arise in this model. It was also shown that, for
self consistence of the theory, the weak decays of K mesons must go
through massive vector boson B but not W boson.

In the framework of this model the probability of IT <-+ A" tran-
sitions (oscillations) in the diagram approach was computed. These
transitions are virtual since masses of n and A" mesons differ consid-
erably. These transitions (oscillations) can be registered through A"
decays after transitions of virtual A" mesons to their own mass shell by
using their quasielastic strong interactions.
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n± <->AT± Meson-Vacuum Transitions (Oscillations)
in Diagram Approach in the Model of Dynamical Analogy
of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa Matrices

The elements of the theory of vacuum oscillations and the model of dynamical ex-
pansion of the theory of weak interactions works at the tree level, i.e. the model of dy-
namical analogy of Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrices and its further develop-
ment, are given. It is shown that the quarks and massive vector bosons must be struc-
tural and these structural particles (subparticles) must interact to generate quark and
vector boson masses. In this case the problem of singularity cancellations does not arise
in this model. It is also shown that, for self-consistence of the theory, the weak decays
of A"-mesons must go through massive vector boson В but not W-boson.

In the framework of this model the probability of n <-> К transitions (oscillations) in
the diagram approach is computed. These transitions are virtual since masses of тс- and
A"-mesons differ considerably. These transitions (oscillations) can be registered through
/^-decays after transitions of virtual АГ-mesons to their own mass shell by using their
quasielastic strong interactions.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Particle Physics, JINR
and at the Scientific Research Institute of Applied Mathematics and Automation of the
Kabardino-Balkarian Scientific Cente of RAS, Nalchik.
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Бештоев Х.М. Е2-99-306
Я+ о К ± мезон-вакуумные переходы (осцилляции)
в диаграммном подходе в модели динамической аналогии матриц
Кабиббо-Кобаяши-Маскавы

Даются элементы теории вакуумных осцилляции и модели динамического
расширения теории слабого взаимодействия, работающей в древесном приближе-
нии, т.е. модели динамической аналогии матриц Кабиббо-Кобаяши-Маскавы.
Также рассматривается дальнейшее развитие этой модели. Показано, что кварки и
тяжелые векторные бозоны должны быть структурными и эти структурные (со-
ставляющие) частицы должны взаимодействовать, чтобы генерировать массы
кварков и тяжелых векторных бозонов. В этом случае проблемы сокращения син-
гулярностей в модели не возникает. Также показано, что для самосогласованности
теории слабые распады АГ-мезонов должны идти через массивные векторные бозо-
ны В, а не через W-бозоны.

В диаграммном подходе в рамках этой модели вычисляется вероятность реаль-
ных и виртуальных л <-> АГ-переходов (осцилляции). Вероятность реальных
% <-> АГ-переходов является очень малой величиной, поэтому представляют интерес
только виртуальные переходы. Эти виртуальные переходы (осцилляции) можно
зарегистрировать по распаду АГ-мезонов, если эти виртуальные АГ-мезоны перевести
на их собственную поверхность через квазиупругое сильное взаимодействие.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории физики частиц ОИЯИ и Научно-исследова-
тельском институте прикладной математики и автоматизации КБНЦ РАН,
г. Нальчик.

Сообщение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 1999
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